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AGENDA
This Scientific Programme will review and discuss various technical ways for transmutation using
high energy accelerators. A panel will address the technological status of these systems, proliferation aspects, the predicted economics, advantages and disadvantages and still necessary research and development programmes as well as options for international co-operation and the possible role of IAEA in this
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Transmutation of Long-Uved Radlonuclldes:
Requirements for and Review of Technical Possibilities
L. Koch
European Commission, Joint Research Centre,
European Institute for Transuranium Elements,
P.O. Box 2340,76125 Karlsruhe,
Federal Republic of Germany

Public acceptance
The topic of the meeting: Accelerator-Driven Transmutation Technology
(ADTT) is being discussed in a situation where nuclear energy generation
faces a loss of acceptance. The intention of expanding this technology for
future nuclear energy generation would, therefore, have to give answers to
the three main acceptance problems:
- reactor safety, which is under discussion since the accident in Three-MileIsland and the catastrophe of Chernobyl
- fissile material safeguards, now in the focus of interest because of increasingly observed vagabonding of nuclear material
- and last, but not least, disposal of nuclear waste, of which the ongoing
search for geological disposal sites Initiated a debate on long-term radiotoxic hazards.
Below, novel approaches to solve the relevant problems will be described,
which will be complemented in the following presentations of this meeting
proposing additional unique solutions.
In the public opinion, there is a distinct ranking order to cope with the possibilities of waste treatment in general:
- Most welcome would be a technique that produces less waste. In the
case of nuclear fission, energy is always generated together with fission
products, the yields of which vary slightly with the fission source. Only the
build-up of radiotoxic actinides changes, and It is obvious that 2MTh-based
fuel produces by far less transuranium elements than 23*U-containing fuel.
- The second best choice Is the possible re-use and recycling of waste back
to the process where it was produced. One would expect the Pu recyc-3-

ling to fall under this category. Because of its misuse for military purposes,
the extraction of pure piutonium from the less attractive (in the sense of
diversion) spent fuel, the recycling (and breeding) of piutonium is questioned in some states. Moreover, the re-use of piutonium in nuclear power
stations leads to a further build-up of transplutonium elements, which - in
the case of the light water reactor - would convert one third into americium and curium. Hence, only recycling of all other radiotoxic nuclides
together with piutonium would reduce the toxicity of nuclear waste. Partitioning and Transmutation - as explained below - could achieve this.
- A waste burner is, of course, generally welcomed, but heavily disputed by
the communities neighbouring its installation site. Any dedicated nuclear
reactor for the transmutation of long-lived radionuclides collected from
other power stations will find itself in such a situation.
- The geological disposal is the last accepted solution. Any release back to
the biosphere would endanger the surrounding population for generations
to come. The present international legislation demands a geological
repository in the state where the waste has been generated. Therefore,
disposal in uninhabited areas - a certainly more accepted solution - is
sometimes not possible. It has to be pointed out that all the transmutation
technologies studied now could reduce radiotoxicity of long-lived radionuclides but not completely eliminate it. Consequently, a geological
repository will be needed in any case, however, ft would pose a reduced
hazard.
The nuclear hazard
Radiotoxicity and misuse as nuclear explosives are the imminent danger of
anthropogenic radionuclides. Presently, the worldwide installed nuclear energy generating capacity of 60,000 GWe discharges annually 10,000 t of
spent fuel containing about 801 of Pu and 401 of long-lived radiotoxic nuclides. So far, ca. 100,000 t of spent fuel have accumulated, from which, in
some states, piutonium will be recovered. The amount of recovered piutonium, when all plants under construction have been commissioned, will
reach between 40 and 50 t per year [1] Although the piutonium primarily
stems from light water reactors, containing about 60% of 239Pu, it can still be
misused as nuclear explosives - but not as easily as the piutonium dismantled
from nuclear warheads. The nuclear disarmament foresees a gradual reduction of the several hundred tons of stockpiled Pu at a rate of about 10 t/a.
The proposed accelerator-driven concepts presented to this meeting will
show how one could avoid piutonium production, transmute piutonium into
other elements, or use It In a denatured state, where it cannot be readily
usable for a nuclear explosive.
The time-dependence of the radiotoxicity resulting from energy generation
in a typical light water reactor is given In fig. 1. The radiotoxicity of fission
products decreases within a few hundred years below that of the uranium
ore mined to produce the fresh fuel [2].
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Time-dependence of radlotoxicity in a spent LWR fuel of 33 GWd/t normalised to the radiotoxicity of the uranium ore (dashed line) mined to produce the fuel.
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The accumulated transuranium elements would decay over much longer
periods. Hence, their transmutation into short-lived or stable nuclides would
reduce the radiotoxic hazard for future generations. This view looks only at
the source of the radiotoxic hazard as it is posed by the spent fuel. If stored in
a geological repository, the leaching of the fuel and the eventual migration
of nuclides back to the biosphere is a more relevant description of the
imminent danger. Also fission product nuclides, even if being of lower
quantities, could pose a problem If they accumulate In the biosphere.
So far, no common criteria have been accepted which would allow the
identification of those nuclides and the extent to which they ought to be
partitioned and transmuted. To close this knowledge-gap, the IAEA has
started a co-ordinated research programme (CRP on Evaluation of the
Safety, Environmental and Non-Proliferation Aspects of Partitioning and
Transmutation of Actinides and Fission Products) aimed at the definition of
criteria to determine the radiological hazard posed by the numerous anthropogenic radionuclides (table 1). Not yet knowing the outcome of this coordinated research programme, one can assume that the largest hazard is
posed by such radionuclides which have no natural diluent, unlike 13SCs<
which will be diluted by natural caesium. Hence, the transuranium nuclides
as well as *^c, should be the first target in studying a partitioning and transmutation scherr>e [IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Use of FBRs for Actinide
Transmutation, Obninsk, 22.-24.09.1992].
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Table 1: List of long-lived radionuclides considered candidates for nuclear transmutation.

Reducing the nuclear hazard
A radiotoxic or fissile nuclide can be transmuted by nuclear reactions into a
short-lived or stable non-fissile one. Several possibilities exist and the major
ones are presented in fig. 2. The transmutation by photon-induced reactions
or by charged particles seem to have technical difficulties. Therefore, the
most promising would be the transmutation by neutron capture or neutron
induced fission. For this purpose, existing power stations could be used, but
also newly-developed dedicated burner reactors which are driven by
accelerators.
The concept of partitioning of radiotoxic nuclides was introduced by Claiborne in 1972 [3]. The transmutation of transuranium elements could be successfully demonstrated in an irradiation experiment in PHENIX fast reactor in
1985 [4]. To use accelerators to destroy hazardous radionuclides was described already 1974 by J.R. Harries [5]. Since then, several research programmes have started implying the use of existing nuclear reactors or
advanced burner reactors in Russia. Japan, USA and Europe (as it has been
presented to the following meetings: 1) IAEA Technical Committee Meeting
on "Safety and Environmental Aspects of P&T of Actinides and Fission Products, Vienna, 29.11.-02.12.1993; 2) OECD/NEA 2nd General Meeting of the
International Information Exchange Program on Actinide and Fission Product
Separation and Transmutation, Argonne, 11.-13.11.1992; 3) IAEA Specialists'
Meeting on Use of FBRs for Actinide Transmutation, Obninsk, 22.-24.09.1992;
4) Workshop on Nuclear Transmutation of Long-Lived Nuclear Power Radiowastes, Obninsk, 01.-05.07.1991).
I Transmutation concepts I

Fig. 2:

Transmutation possibilities in existing reactors and new concepts

To define a reduction of the nuclear hazard, the direct storage of spent light
water reactor fuel Is taken as a reference point. Fig. 3 compares it to the
concept of plutonium recycling in LWR and recycling of Np, Pu, Am, Cm, Tc
in FR. In the latter case, the radionuclides, which are self-generated by the
nuclear reactor, are fed back. Instead of slow decay in a geological
repository, they will be transmuted faster when stored in the nuclear reactor.
The equilibrium concentration given for each reactor fuel corresponds to
such a partitioning and transmutation cycle loss that the overall hazard
reduction will be TOO times [6]. Such a target is also envisaged by some of
the ADTT.
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Spent fuel cycle options (content of radionuclides discharged from the
reactors is normalised to the generated energy)

Accelerator-driven reactors
The breeding of plutonium from ^U or ^U from a2Th by accelerator-driven
reactors is, of course, a well-known concept. Earlier, there was the need to
enhance the breeding of the reactor, but now the situation is reversed
leading to the need to have a purposely subcritical reactor operating - as
will be explained below.

The main feature of the concept is a neutrorvspallation-source: where accelerated charged particles of about 1 GeV hit an initially non-radioactive
target of heavy elements (e.g. Pb). The spoliated nuclei produce a neutron
shower, i.e. for each incident particle up to 50 neutrons are produced. In an
appropriate set-up, a dense neutron flux is induced in the surrounding, previously subcritical fission reactor (fig. 4). This is the unique safety feature of an
accelerator-driven reactor (ADR) compared to existing ones: as soon as the
accelerator beam is turned off. the reactor Is shut down, which copes e.g.
with the so-called void effect observed for reactors fuelled with transuranium
nuclides. (In the event of coolant loss, however, the hardened neutron
energy spectrum would surpass the fission energy threshold of higher
actinides to such an extent that this eventually would lead to an uncontrolled reactivity increase of the reactor). There are. of course, measures to
cope with this phenomenon for existing reactors (mainly by changing the
geometry of the reactor core), but only accelerator-driven reactors can
take very high concentrations of transplutonium nuclides.
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Since ADTT Is a technology still to be developed, additional safety features
are foreseen, which have been also considered for future fission reactors not
driven by accelerators. Instead of Na, the chemically less reactive Pb or
Pb/Bi shall serve as coolant, tt is obvious that an ADR will feed less electricity
to the external power net than a conventional power station of the same
size, because electricity is needed to drive the accelerator itself. Though the
ADTT can rely to some extent on existing technology: accelerator, fission
reactors, nuclear fuel reprocessing, there are still considerable tasks ahead
to be accomplished, such as the construction of high current accelerators
(ca. 100 mA), cooling and replacement of spoliation targets and structure
material damaged by irradiation, etc.
The neutron fluxes expected In accelerator-driven reactors are up to 100
times higher compared to corresponding thermal or fast reactors. Consequently, the transmutation rate is higher, and waste (including weapons plutonium) will be transmuted faster. One ADR could transmute the same
amount of waste as tens of nuclear power stations that are operated on the
self-generated waste recycling mode.
Remark
Since worldwide research on partitioning and transmutation has just begun, it
would be premature to draw conclusions on technical feasibility and
cost/benefit of the different concepts. Moreover, the development status of
the various approaches does not yet allow a meaningful comparison. It
should be pointed out that spent nuclear fuel has to be stored for tens of
years. Also decades will be needed to disassemble nuclear warheads and
the recovered Pu has to be stored intermediately, because of the lack of
facilities in the US and Russia to feed the Pu into the commercial fuel cycle.
Therefore, partitioning and transmutation, including the accelerator-driven
transmutation technology - if feasible -, could offer to the next generation an
option to solve a waste problem generated now.
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Assume a high energy proton beam hitting a thick block of
heavy material (Pb, U, Th). Each of the protons undergoes a large
number of successive interactions with the nuclei of the target:
the so-called high energy cascade. The dominant process is called
"spallation" .
A single proton of 1.5 GeV on a Lead target can produce on
average 50 neutrons. The energetic cost of each neutron is then
1.5 GeV/50 = 30 MeV. A safely sub-critical device (k < 0.95) can
produce easily about 1000 neutrons for each incident proton
As a comparison the low energy reaction D + T = He + n
with a T beam ot 0.3 MeV on a D target produces about <10~4
neutrons/incident particle, with a corresponding energetic cost of
0.3/10"4 > 3000 MeV, or a factor >100 higher.
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Potential of Cyclotron based Accelerators
for Energy Production and Transmutation
Th. Skammbach, S. Adam, ILR. Fitzc, W. Joho and U. Sckrybcr
Accelerator Division, Paul Scherrer Institute
CH-523J Villigcn-PSI, Switzerland
Abstract. PSI operates a. 590 MeV-cyclotron facility for high intensity proton beams
for the prod action of intense beams of pions and muons. The facility, commissioned in
1974, has been partially upgraded and is now operated routinely at a beam current of
I mA, which corresponds to a beam power of 0.6 MW. At this current, the beam losses in
the cyclotron axe about 0i)2%. By the end of 1995 we expect to have 1.5 mA of protons.
Extensive theoretical investigations on beam current limitations In isochronous cyclotrons
were undertaken. They show thai the longitudinal 6pace charge effects dominate.
Based on oar experience we present a preliminary design of a cyclotron scheme that could
produce a 10 MW beam as a driver for an "energy amplifier" as proposed by C. Rubbia.
and his collaborators. The expected efficiency for the conversion of AC into beam power
•would be about 50% (for the RF-systems only). The beam losses in the cyclotron are
expected to be a few fiA, leading to a tolerable activation leveL

Isochronous Cyclotron
for 10 mA at 1 GeV
Main Characteristics:
Injection Energy 120 MeV
12 Scctonnagnets
Max. Field 21 T
Extraction
"Ratlins Cav3 5.67 m
Cyclotron
Frequency 736 MHz
C 8 Accelerating
Cavities 4417 MHz
Peak Voltage 1MV
Harmonic Numb. 6
F: 2 Flat-Top
Cavities 1325 MHz
Turn Separation
at Extraction 9 mm
Number of
Revolutions approx. 140
i

Fig. 4. Layout of the proposed high power cyclotron.
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Conclusions
At present we do not see any fundamental reasons, neither from theoretical nor technical
aspects, that would hinder the construction of a cyclotron for 10 MW protons with tolerable
beam losses. A long list of open questions, however, would need to be clarified before such
an accelerator could be declared to be feasible. On the top of the priority list we would like
to set the following points:
1. A concept for an injector cyclotron and preinjector should be worked out.
2. Demonstrate a reliably operating cavity with a peak voltage of > 1 MTV.
3. A deeper understanding of space charge effects in cyclotrons.
4. More detailed investigations which would help to predict the extraction losses.
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Resolution of Nuclear Energy Issues Using
Accelerator-Driven Technology
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ADTT High-Level Components
Accelerator
Delivers 800 MeV proton
beam to target

Target
Protons striking target
produce spallation

neutrons
Blanket
Neutrons are multiplied in
the surrounding fissionable
fuel (circulating molten salt)

Power System
Steam-generated electrical
power (10-20 % returned to
accelerator)

Separations
Fission products removed from
fuel Long-lived elements
isolated for transmutation

Waste Stream
Short-lived fission products to
local engineered storage

Accelerator-Driven Transmutation Technology
Energy Production
Thorium
No Enriched Material
Non-Proliferation Advaritag<3S

Electric
Power

ADEP

Commercial
Nuclear Waste
-

•

oducts
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•

Accelerator-Driven
Energy
Production

Waste Transmutation
Accelerator-Driven

Feed all Actinides and
Fission Products

waste
Transmutation
ATW

High Enrichment
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Electric
Power
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Plutonium
Excess Weapons-Pu
Pu from Complex Clean-up

Accelerator-Based
Plutonium
Conversion

ABC

Electric
Power

i

Excess Weapons

Short-Uv

Plutonium Destruction

Beam

ADTT Molten Salt
Target-Blanket

Delivered through vacuum
window to central target

Pumps and Heat
Exchangers
Internal and close to core to
reduce liquid fuel inventory

Target
Morten lead

Blanket

Vessel

Moderating graphite
lattice with channels for
molten salt

Totally enclosing the liquid
fuel to eliminate fuel spills
through pipe ruptures

Liquid Fuel
Fuel bearing molten salt
circulated through graphite
moderator

Reflector
Graphite

Typical Power ~ 500 MW

Accelerator-Driven Energy Producer
(ADEP)
Produces nuclear energy with transmutation of the long-lived radioactive
waste generated during power production
Natural thorium is used as fuel
Ail actinkies generated during power production are fissioned and never removed from fuel

Long-lived fission products are transmuted
(
T

• Thorium is completely utilized without excess breeding
Unlike breeder reactor systems, new energy sites can be started without production and transportation of
excess enriched nuclear fuel

• Need for geological storage of waste drastically reduced
Limiting factor is the end-of-life clean-up efficiency, not the cycle

— ADEP can fulfill the promises of Controlled Nuclear Fusion using current,
proven technology

10-year mass actinkte inventory for subcriticai Thorium Burner
500 MWth, salt-graphite blanket, Energy Producer

10000 kg Th + 700 kg 20% LEU
Initial Load

1x10 -i

Total
Inventory
(grams)

i
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The addition of the 238U to the initial fuel insures that no weapons-grade material can be
extracted from the ADEP fuel in significant quantities at any time

End of Life High-Level Radioactive Inventory
These go to
transmutation
1000
Thaas nave to ba disposed
ae high level waste

Tons
These can be reused
without reprocessing

Uraniunyrhorium

Zircalioy Clad

Higher Actinkies

Fission Products

Target Material (Pb)

End of Life (EOL) Inventory (radioactive waste stream) of a typical LWR (30 years at 3000 MWt)
compared with the inventory of an Accelerator Driven Energy Producer (6x500 MWt modules)

LWR spent fuel must be reprocessed at plant EOL in order to be reused
ADEP fuel and target material are ready to be placed in a new blanket without reprocessing
The End of Life Inventory of ADEP and all other ADTT systems is driven by clean-up efficiency,
not inherently by cycle

What can ADEP systems transmute ?
ADEP systems can transmute all long-lived fission products
for a price
Accelerator Power
Requirements
for Transmutation

16% of produced
electrical power

Long-lived radioactive fission products
Nuclide

Half-life
(years)

PWR discharge
(kg/yrGW)

2.1 X 10s

10.0

1.6 X10 7

1.8

6.S X 104

0.1

I X 10s

0.4

3X10*

3.0

28.8

6.0

30.0

9.0

1.5 X 10g

10.0

6.5 X 10*

2.7

10.7

0.2

Non-proliferation Features of ADTT

< •

•

No actinide waste stream

•

Reprocessing not required for commercial waste destruction

•

239pu production greatly reduced

•

233

•

Small inventory of nuclear weapons material

•

Power balance or thermal map clearly signifies diversion

•

No fissile material required for start-up

•

On-line separations inhibit diversion

•

System operation disrupted without radioactivity release

U denatured with 238U

ADEP Cost Relative to LWRs
Factors increasing costs:
•
•
•

Accelerator Capital Cost
Accelerator P&H&On-line Fuel Cleaning

Factors reducing costs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High thermal-to-electrical efficiency
Inexpensive fuel
Complete fuel bum
No control rods
No fuel reprocessing and refabrication
No refueling down-time
Limited waste storage requirements

t h e cost of electricity, calculated using reactor's models, compares with nuclear power costs | 4 - 7 centskWh)
Intangible factors, however, such as public acceptance and the value of a reduced waste stream could make ADEP
systems more attractive than similarly priced reactors

Separation processes for Accelerator-Driven Energy Producer
Non-volatiies Separations
Centrifuge-aided
Precipitation

4-stage Molecular
Centrifugation

Thorium
Feed

Accelerator
Fission Product
Precipitation

Volatiles Separations
Internal
Electrochemical Cell

Metals Separations

Volatile Fission
Products

ADTT Demonstration Experiment
[Helium cover gas]
Lead Target I

j Steel plug

Heat exchanger]

Graphite moderator

JBeam path]
1mA 800 MeV protons

Low power (~5MW)

Subcritical molten-salt blanket

No penetrations in vessel

Decoupled liquid lead target

Passively cooled in emergency

ADTT Separations Experiments at Los Alamos
•sy

Experiments on molten salt chemistry
-

Estabitshftdmoltan salt high ttmpttratur* loop

Experiments on centrifugal separation
- Dtvttoprtthwwyof Ikjuldnwte^
- MtwuradgittdiM^ in aqiMoiw solutions

Presently developing comprehensive flow-sheet of
molten salt ADTT systems for energy production

A nuclear system that ....
•Can burn 100% of its fuel, any fuel, to produce energy
•Does not require fuel enrichment, extraction or refabrication
•Does not build up plutonium as it produces power
•Can destroy its waste as well as previously generated waste
•Offers substantial enhancements to safety
•Is diversion and proliferation resistant
•Does not cost more than presently acceptable
•Does not require technological leaps of faith

The Accelerator Drive makes it possible

Use of Proton Accelerators for Transmutaiton of Actinides and Power Production
l.V. Chuvilo,
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, Russia
Catastrophe of Chernobyl created many problems for the nuclear energy production
by means of conventional nuclear reactors, especially the problem of the reactor safety. The
results of deep analysis are well known. Because of large scale of development of nuclear
approach of production of energy the principal problems are how to improve the existing
schemes of nuclear reactors. In any case, they have several unsolved problems, like the
military plutonium usage, the nuclear waste management, the fissile material safeguards,
plutonium usage and so on. This is the reason why the new ideas where created
independently in various nuclear centres. In Russia, because of the closed fuel cycle
approach the plutonium isotopes are considered as the fuel. Practically all problems
mentioned above may be solved in the frame so called electronuclear method of the
production of energyby using high energy proton accelerators. This approach has quite long
history but now there are the serious reasons to discuss it on the new level of nuclear power
production problems.
Everybody knows that the conventional nuclear reactor works at the condition that Keff
= 1. This condition usually satisfied, but creates many problems. Keff > 1 means the
catastrophe. Keff < 1 means the stop of the reactor. But if there is the external neutron
source it is possible to construct the nuclear reactor with K,.ff < 1. It will work as ordinary
reactor with K^ = 1, but it will have no its problems, in the sense of nuclear safety.
This is the main idea of several proposals which are under discussion nowadays in
USA, Japan and Russia. It permits to solve some problems of waste management and
plutonium utilization in the frame of safe reactor approach simultaneously. The projects are
conditional upon the problem must solved in each definite case. Russian conception
developed in the frame of closed fuel cycle with uranium fuel was worked out long ago with
corresponding industry.
In some perspectives Russian approach is rather close to others. This is the reason
why I do not like to stop on the details of accelerator part of the project and its target blanket configuration. I would like to explain the ITEP understanding of experimental test
of this concept.
Proposed electro-nuclear installation consists of undercritical blanket with external
neutron source which is a target irradiated by accelerated proton beam. It has a broad
spectrum of applications: neutron source for scientific and apply research and for isotopes
production as well as for burning up of minor actinides and transmutation of nuclear wastes
with simultaneous production of energy. Details of such projects presented here are available
in other reports. They have important property of nuclear safety because of undercriticalty
Ketf < 1 and because of possibility of the realization of noncontradictory principles of control
and protection with new properties and response time. We must construct the prototype
devices to test the main problems of the approach under consideration. Appropriate activity
is now under implementation in ITEP in Moscow.
CHUVILOd

Transmutational Neutron bource (TNS) is initiated as an
experimental electric nuclear
arrangement
for
modelling
blankets of a commercial electric nuclear pilot installation for
transmutation of long - living radioactive wastes. It is supposed
that physical models of real blanket loadings will be
experimentally investigated in TNS. The main goal of TNS
construction is a conceptional and experimental substantiation of
nuclear safety for a large commercial transmutational system,
choice of promising arrangement lay-out diagram, development
and embodiment of safe operation algorithm and nuclear
safequarding system. Furthermore the TNS may be used as a
neutron source for fundamental
research
and
for
radionudides production using both a charged beam and
neutrons. So there is a chance of an expenditure compensation and
profit gain.
The following scheme is adopted for an industrial
transmutation installation: a linear proton accelerator for energy of
1.0-1.5 GeV, a neutron producing target, multiplying blanket
fir waste irradiation. To develop a model of such arrangement it
is decided to combine a deuteron accelerator with a light material
target for providing a relatively high neutron yield and a
subcritical multiplying assembly to reach the thermal neutron
flux of order
5.0*10ll-1.0*1012n/(cm2s).
The existing block and the concrete biological shielding of the
FTEP shut down heavy water reactor will be used for placing of
the TNS multiplying assembly and blanket. That is why it is
important to choose an accelerator type and exit energy which
appropriate to the physical problem on the one side and to the
existing building dimensions on the other side. There are two
concepts of a linear accelerator in the FTEP. The concept with
the hignest acceleration rate is selected. It is a linear deuteron
accelerator with alternating phase focussing and the accelerated
deuteron energy 15 MeV. Among the possible neutron
producing reactions the (d,n)-reaction in light materials has the
highest yield in the available range (16-35 MeV). That is why a
deutron accelerator was chosen for TNS. As for a multiplying
blanket a heavy water blanket is best suited to the purposes of
the work because of a reflector large volume, a heavy water
reserves in hand and a long years FTEP experience in HWR

construction and
service.
The
hignest
nuclear
safety
requirements are imposed upon the nuclear arrangement of this
kind. In the adopted arrangement scheme the nuclear safety is
achieved by the following factors:
- subcriticality of the multiplying blanket;
- high-speed shutoff of the initial ion source in an emergency;
- harnessing a control and shutdown system in a subcritical
assembly with the aim to guard against a transition to the
critical regime and against breakdowns;
- applying the technical decisions which reliability is proved
by long operation in trouble free HWRs.
So the heavy water blanket conception is adopted for the
TNS Bubcritical assembly. Thus heavy water works as moderator,
reflector and heat carrier. The fuel and main experimental
channels are vertical. The last ion guide section adjacent to the
target is vertical too and is placed along the blanket axis with the
target at the guide butt-end. The assembly active core consists of
two coaxial parts. The first of them is a multiplying core
(multiplier) where main fuel channels are disposed. The second
one is a blanket zone (reflector
zone) where experimental
(irradiation) channels are disposed. Additional fuel channels which
contamination depends on the problem can be loaded there too.
The blanket conception unites schemes of the basic designs of FTEP
HWR and the
research critical assembly "MAKET" which
successfully opera'38 now.
The combination
of
a
traditionally horizontal
linear accelerator with the vertical ion
guide section involves an ion beam bending down through 90
degrees in the vertical plane. Besides it is necessary to ensure a
uniform distribution of the ion beam on the target surface so that
the beam stain diameter would be close to the target dimension.
That is why the transport magnetic channel has to include a bend
magnet system and a focussing system for the beam stain
dimension variations.
The subcritical assembly will be settled in the existing
reactor shell. So that some components of the transport magnetic
channel will be placed inside the steel-wpter sb'eld on the top
of the reactor and in a shield wall cavity.
The neutron physical and engineering parameters of
the multiplier and of the blanket are determined to ensure
compact dimensions of the multiplier and the extended heavy
water reflector ensuring the following advantages:

• great scope for experimentation;
- large volumes for disposition of irradiation objects;
- maximum of thermal neutron flux in the experimental
and
irradiation channels;
• insertion of large experimental devices into the
experimental
(irradiation) channels;
• high thermal neutron flux with a "soft" energy spectrum;
- using uranium with high enrichment (90%) makes it possible
to
minimi™ the active core dimensions providing high value of
the blanket "quality**- ratio of the mnyinml thermal flux to
the active core power;
- the blanket composition along the bight and the irradiation
cavities (channels) disposition must be appropriate to a
required uniformity of the thermal flux in an irradiating
cavity.
The assembly construction should make it possible
• to change vertical and radial composition of the blanket
with the aim of optimizing neutron fluxes in an isolated experimental device and experimental (irradiation) channels;
- to change radial parameters of the blanket with the aim of
realizing a sectional blanket with a variable neutron
spectrum;
- to ensure nuclear safety when the mutual disposition of active
core elements is changed ( scattering of the lattice brings the
negative reactivity into play);
. to optimize multiplying properties of the core the target may
be surrounded by the elements which materials provide
additional multiplication with fast neutrons or high rate of
neutron tormalization with the aim to prevent neutron leak
into the reflector without interactions in core materials..
On the basis of calculations selected target parameters will
provide neutron yield from the target equal to 7.2*WU n/s/mA. This
result will be defined more exactly after target manufacturing
and its approbation with deuteron beam.
The main parameters of TNS are listed in the table.
The technical design of the facility is underway now. The
shut down FTEP HWR is being prepared for the subcritical assemly
placing.
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Table
Main facility TSN physical character.
Measure- Value
ment unit

Character

2

1

3

l.Blunket parameters
0.95-0.97

1.l.Keff in work
pc

1.2.Number of fuel channel
1.3.Load

235

U in blanket

16-18
1300-1450

g
%

90

1.5.Lattice step fuel channel

mm

110

1.6.Height of fuel

mm

1110

1.4.Enrichment of fuel

235

U

1.7. Moderator

DaO

1.8.Coolant

DaO

1.9.Reflector

Da0frpa$HT

1.10.Thermal power of fission

kWt

21.3

1.11.Average neutron flux density
nxsm"2xs"1 -» 3.0x10
CVn=2200M/c) in region of experimental channel
1.12. Maximal number of experimental
channal
- 0 250mm.

pc

1

- 0 100mm.

pc

2

- 0 42mm.

pc

60

- Shut down rods

pc

2

- Control and automatic control rods

pc

2

1.13.Number of CSDS rods

2

3

1

2

3

1.14.Efficiency of CSDS rod
- Shut down rod

%(AK/K)

4.60

- Control and automatic control rod

%CAK/K)

0.38

%CAK/D

2.00

= 0 250

%(AK/K)

1.23

= 0 100

%CAK/K)

0.32

= 0 42

%(AK/JO

0.09

1.15.Maximal reactivity effect of
blanket element
- Fuel element
- Vertical experimental channel

1.16.Reactivity effect
- Fast temperature coefficient of
reactivity

-1.75 10 "

- Density temperature
coefficient of reactivity
for coolant

-7.86 10"5

- Density temperature
coefficient of reactivity
Tor moderator

% / °C

-3.70 10"4

- Coolant loss

%CAK/K) -2.0

- Stationary poisoning effect

%CAK/K) -0.2

- fuel burn up for 6 years

%CAK/K) -1.1

2.Tarqet parameters
2.1. Material

Berillium

2.2.Intencity of neutron generation

n x s'1

2.3.Average neutron energy

Mev

2.4.Thermal power

KBT

1

2

1 3

7.7 10
5.0

13.5

3

1

2

3

3.Linear accelerator parameters.
3.1.Type accelerating particle

deuteron

3.2.Final deuteron energy

Mev

15.0

3.3.Average deuteron beam current

mA

1.0

3.4.Power of deuteron beam

kWL

15.0

%

10.0

2

3

3.5.Loss power of deuteron beam
by its transportation to target
1
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GENERATOR

1-neutron producing target
2-fast multiplier
B-fuel channel of thermal multiplier
d-heavy water
$~ion guide
G-bending magnet
7-beam transport
8-suberitical assembly shield
9-main beam transport
IP-linear proton accelerator
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Coupling an Accelerator to a Subcritical Fission Reactor :
A view on its potential impact on waste transmutation
M. Salvatores
Commissariat a VEnergie Atomique - FRANCE
Nuclear Reactor Directorate
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The French context
The closed cycle option has been chosen :
MOX recycling in PWRs
Pu burner FR (the CAPRA project)
Role of fast reactors

SUPERPHENIX and PHENIX role for
demonstration of a) FR Technology and
operation, b) Pu burning capability,
c) Minor actinide transmutation.

Nuclear Radioactive Waste Management:

A law (Dec. 1991) requires
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R and D on deep storage laboratories
R and D on partitioning and transmutation
(The SPIN program)
Optimisation of waste conditioning for
temporary storage
MS 94/173

The SPIN program
•

Short term -»

• Longer term ->

PURETEX

(reduction of waste volumes by factor 3 by
year 2000).

ACTINEX : Partitioning/Transmutation of Minor Actinides
(Am, Np ...) and Long Lived Fission Products.

• Transmutation R and D :
- Fission Reactors : Basic studies (physics, fuel)
Experimental irradiation programs (PX, SPX ...).
Strategic studies (under contract with European
Union).
- But also
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: Accelerator-driven subcritical systems.

MS 94/173

Physics analysis
Transmutation is a matter of "extra" neutron availability.
• LWRs

: limited potential (neutron economy is tight)

• Fast Reactors

: Excellent neutron economy (which is at the basis of
their breeding potential!).
If no breeding, there is potential to transmute a]]
transuranium elements.
(Extra neutrons available per fission : ~ 0.6).

• Accelerator-driven systems:Under some conditions (e.g. fairly high
fraction of energy fed back to the accelerator) even
more extra-neutrons available (up to ~ 1 n/fission).
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A first conclusion
• For TRU : Pu/Minor Actinides recycling best in fission (fast) reactors.
High potential for waste activity/radiotoxicity source term
reduction in a deep storage.
• If long-lived fission products are a problem (residual toxicity : solubility
and migration —> biosphere), then more "extra" neutrons needed.
Accelerator-driven systems could have a role.
However: isotopic separation (not only chemical separation) is
needed (case of Cs, Zr, Pd etc ... Tc and I are easier).
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Accelerator-driven systems
How to optimize them :
• Fast neutron spectrum is preferable in subcritical medium (better neutron
economy).

• One has to keep as low as possible the fraction of energy fed back to the
accelerator ( 1 0 ^ 2 0 % penalty?). To do that, "small" subcriticality
(1-Keff). But, if too small, why accelerator ? Criteria ?
• Safety of subcritical system : good for "reactivity" type of accidents. Not so
for "loss-of-cooling" type of accidents.
Defense in depth concept: how to apply to a "coupled" system ?
How to control accelerator shut-down (passive vs active shut down).
Local power increase in a subcritical system : what feedback to shut down
the accelerator ?
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Accelerator-driven systems (follows)
• Target design. Best efficiency in "spreading" the source (a "homogeneous"
fuel to act as target). Less external neutron source losses.
• Technology of Target/Accelerator interface to be defined.
• Accelerator current i: should be high (> 50 mA) if one wants high enough
power P (> 1000 MWth) in subcritical medium (i is proportional to P).
• Potential high damage rates of high energy neutrons (structures, target).
• Accelerator technology.
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Is it a goal "per se" to conceive a futuristic theoretical "clean"
nuclear power ? (In terms of reduced toxicity in the fuel cycle)
What are the most sensitive parameters and potential gains with respect to e.g. the
UOX-PWR open cycle :
• Closed cycle

: gain of a factor ~ 3

• Fast neutron spectrum: gain of a factor-3
• Burn-up increase

:

large potential (in extreme cases, up to factor of
lO-s-20)

• Subcriticality

:

limited potential (e.g. gain of a factor of 2 if
K e ff=0.9).

• Other fuel cycles

: Thorium -> high potential (up to t~ 104 years :
factor ~ 20)
much less (or nothing) beyond that
time
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Conclusions
R and D on accelerator-driven systems is performed at CEA :
• Understanding the basic physics of the systems - Some work in cooperation
with KfK.
• Nuclear data, models and codes (in the frame of OECD-NEA collaborative
activities).
• Some fundamental physics experiments at the SATURNE accelerator (thin
target spallation : double differential cross-sections) and in cooperation
with Paul Scherer Institute (A,Z distribution of spallation products, fission
model validation).
• Some conceptual studies and related safety analysis.
Objective:
• To investigate conceptually their potential for LLFP transmutation and for
the reduction of fuel cycle toxicity in futuristic systems.
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R&D on Accelerator-Based Transmutation at JAERI
Presented at IAEA Scientific Programme
21 September, 1994, Vienna
T. Takizuka, T. Nishida, M Mizumoto, and H. Yoshida
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken
319-1 Uapan

INTRODUCTION
One of the most important problems with nuclear energy is the management of high-level
radioactive waste (HLW) arising from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels. The hazard
potential of transuranic actinides and fission products in the HLW is high due to their radioactivity.
Of particular concern are the nuclides with very long half-life whose hazard remains high for
millions of years.
The major candidate scheme for the long-term waste management in most nuclear countries
is the permanent disposal of unpartitioned HLWs, or unreprocessed spent fuels, into a stable
geological formation to isolate them from the human environment. However, considerable
attention has been directed toward the partitioning and transmutation (P-T); separating long-lived
nuclides from HLWs and converting them into shorter-lived or non-radioactive ones. Improvements
of long-term safety assurance in the waste management and possible beneficial use of valuable
resources in the wastes can be expected through establishing the P-T technologies.
In Japan, a national program called "OMEGA" has started from 1988 for research and
development of new technologies on nuclear waste partitioning and transmutation. Under the
OMEGA program, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) is carrying out R&Ds
for proton accelerator-based transmutation, together with transmutation with burner fast reactor
and advanced partitioning technology.
OMEGA PROGRAM
National policy for managing the HLWin Japan is based on disposal intoa deep underground
repository in a stable geological formation after solidification into a stable form and decay heat
cooling for 30—50 years. Many R&D efforts have been devoted to establish technologies for its
safety disposal and methodologies for its safety assessment.
In addition to this national project, Japan Atomic Energy Commission submitted in
October 1988 a report entitled "Long-Term Program for Research and Development on Nuclide
Partitioning and Transmutation Technology" to widen options of future waste management and
to explore the possibility to utilize HLW as useful resources. The report plots a course for
technological development up to the year 2000. This program is called "OMEGA," which is the
acronym derived from "Options Making Extra Gains from Actinides and fission products."
The program is led by the Science and Technology Agency (STA) under the collaboration
of three major research organizations; JAERI, the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC) and the Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI). The
program is to be proceeded in two steps: the phase-I and II. The phase-I covers a period up to
about 1996, and the phase-II covers a period from about 1997 to about 2000. In general, the
basic studies and testings are to be conducted in the phase-I to evaluate various concepts and to
develop required technologies. In the phase- n, engineering tests of technologies or demonstration
of concepts are planned. After 2000, pilot facilities will be constructed to demonstrate the P-T

technology.
It is to be noted that the program is conceived as a research effort to pursue benefits for
future generations through the long-term basic R&D, and is not to seek a short-term alternative
for established or planned fuel cycle back-end policies. The program is also expected to serve to
revitalize the nuclear option into the 21st century in a healthy state. In addition, advancement of
technologies such as accelerator technology, as advocated in this program, will provide potential
spin-offs for other fields of science and technology.
The OMEGA program consists of two major R&D areas; the group separation of elements
from HLW based on their physical and chemical property and potential value of utilization, and
the transmutation of minor actinides (MAs) and long-lived fission products (FPs) into short-lived
or stable nuclides. The outline of the program is shown in Fig. 1.

[Partitioning]

[Transmutation]
JAERI

Insoluble Residue

|rTc-f">N«•*«•! On**,

Fig. 1 P-T R&D Activities under OMEGA Program

PARTITIONING AND TRANSMUTATION STUDIES A T JAERI
A partitioning process has been developed to separate elements in the HLW into four
groups; transuranium elements (TRU), Sr-Cs, Tc-platinum group metals and the other elements
[1]. A series of laboratory-scale tests with the actual or synthesized HLW indicated that the
proposed partitioning process would be promising. The hot test of the entire process is to be
conducted with the actual HLW at the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety Engineering Research Facility
(NUCEF), Tokai. The chemical engineering test is also planed to start in 1996.
A special transmutor operated with very hard neutron energy spectrum and high neutron
flux can be very efficient and effective for MA transmutation. In this context, JAERI has been
pursuing the concepts of actinide burner reactor (ABR) [2] and accelerator-driven system as
dedicated transmutor, rather than the transmutation schemes using commercial power reactor.
With the dedicated transmutor, the troublesome MA from the waste management view
point could be confined in a P-T fuel cycle for transmutation, which is the second stratum
separated from the first one of commercial fuel cycle for power generation. The concept of

double-stratum fuel cycle is illustrated in Fig. 2. It will offer several advantages over the
recycling of MA to the commercial power reactor. These are higher transmutation rate, effective
confinement of MAs, and no impact on the power reactor operation. There will be no additional
shielding and cooling requirements to the existing commercial fuel cycle.

First Stratum of Fuel Cycle (Commercial Power Reactor Fuel Cycle)

HLW (TRL\ FP)

Second Stratum of Fuel Cycle (P-T Cycle)
V, Pu
TRf,
Long-lived FP

Fuel Fabrication Partitioning
T

f

no

Storage

TRt:, Long-lived FP

Dedicated Spent Fuel Reprocessing;
Transmutor Storage
{
j
800-1000 MWt
i
:
Short-lived FP ]

Final Disposal

SShon-IivtdFP

! —--1

Fig. 2 Concept of Double Stratum Fuel Cycle

ACCELERATOR-BASED TRANSMUTATION SYSTEM CONCEPTS
JAERI R&D includes the conceptual design study of accelerator-based transmutation
plant, the development of spallation simulation code system [3,4], and the spallation integral
experiments [5].
In the design study of transmutation plant, two types of system concepts are being
investigated; solid system and molten-salt system. In either system, an MA-loaded subcritical
core is driven by a high-intensity proton accelerator and uses fast neutrons to bum MAs efficiently.
Small delayed neutron fraction in actinide fuel and a short neutron life-time coupled with
a small Doppler coefficient tend to make the consequence of reactivity-initiated transient severe
in critical fast reactors. The accelerator-based subcritical system that driven by external spallation
neutrons can mitigate this safety problem and provide margin for more flexibility in the design.

Solid Target/Core System
A conceptual design stud)' has been made on an accelerator-based MA transmutation
plant with a sodium-cooled solid target/core [6]. Schematic diagram of the solid system is
presented in Fig. 3. A 1.5 GeV proton beam is injected through beam window into the tungsten
target located at the center of MA-loaded subcritical core. Spallation neutrons emitted from the
target induce fission reactions in the MA fuel. Heat generated in the target/core is removed by
primary sodium coolant, then transported through secondary loops to the power conversion
system.
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Fig. 3 Concept of Accelerator-driven Transmutation Plant
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The fuel compositions are Np-15Pu-30Zr and AmCm-35Pu-10Y. These alloy systems
arc proposed for a sodium-cooled actinide burner reactor (M-ABR). Actinide fuel slug is clad in

-JO-

oxide dispersed strengthened (ODS) steel and sodium bonded. In the fuel subasscmbly design,
measures are incorporated to ensure adequate fuel cooling during out-of-core handling operation.
The target subassembly is shown in Fig. 4. The target configuration consisting of layers
of tungsten disk was chosen from the nuclear and thermal-hydraulic considerations. It is designed
to maximize the number of emitted neutrons and to flatten the axial distribution of neutron flux.
Q)olant holes in the disk are arranged to stagger from layer to layer to avoid the direct penetration
of high energy particles through the target.
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Fig. 5 Solid Target/Core System

Table 1 Major Parameters of Solid Target/Core
FueJ
Target
Primary Coolant
Actinide Inventory
Multiplication Factor
Spallation Neutrons
Proton Beam
Thermal Power
Burnup
Power Density, Max./Avg.
Temperature, Core Inlet/OutJet
Coolant Maximum Velocity

Metal Alloy
Np-15Pu-30Zr
AmCm-35Pu-10Y
Solid Tungsten
Liquid Sodium
3160 kg
0.89
40n/p
1.5GeV-39mA
820 MW
250 kg/y (8.0 %/y)
930/400 MW/m3
330/430 °C
8 m/s

The fuel and target subassemblies are cooled by forced upward flow of sodium. The
whole target/core including reflectors is contained within a steel reactor vessel as shown in Fig.
5. The vertical tube for beam path is vertically inserted into the reactor vessel down to just

above the target. The bottom end of the tube forms the beam window. The beam window is
cooled by a sodium flow from the target.
Heat transport and power conversion systems are based on the current design practice for
a sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor plant. A primary reactor auxiliary system with NaK loops
is provided as an independent means of removing target/core decay heat.
With a 1.5 GeV-39 mA proton beam, the target/core having an effective neutron
multiplication factor 0.89 produces 820-MW thermal power. Assuming a load factor of 80%, the
MA burnup (fission) is approximately 250 kg/y, or 8 %/y. The result shows that the system can
support about 10 units of 1000-MWe light water reactor (LWR). An electric output of 246 MW
is obtained at a plant thermal efficiency of 30%. The power required to operate the 1.5 GeV-39
mA accelerator is 146 MWe, assuming a 40% efficiency. This means that the system is more
than self-sufficient in terms of its own energy balance.
Table 1 summarizes design parameters and operation condition of the solid system.
Molten-Salt Target/Core System
A preliminary conceptual design study is being performed on an 800-MWt molten-salt
core target/system as an advanced option for an accelerator-based nuclear waste transmutation
system [7]. Chloride salt with a composition of 64NaCl-5PuCl3-31MACl3 is chosen for the
molten-salt system based on the consideration mainly about actinide solubility. The molten-salt
acts both as fuel and as target material, and at the same time it also serves as coolant in the
molten-salt system. This significantly simplifies the core/target system configuration, as
schematically shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Molten-salt Target/Core System
High energy proton beam at 1.5 GeV is injected into the central core/target region through
the beam window. The core/target region is surrounded by an internal reflector. Intermediate
heat exchangers and salt pumps are installed in the annular region around the internal reflector.
This in-vessel heat exchanger design minimizes the total actinide inventory in the system.
The molten-salt target/core has an effective neutron multiplication factor of 0.92, and
produces 800-MW thermal power with a 1.5 GeV-25 mA proton beam. In the molten-salt

system, the maximum thermal power is limited not by the maximum fuel temperature or the
maximum power density, but heat transfer rate through the heat exchangers. The maximum
power density in the target/core region is about 1660 MW/ra3. Assuming a load factor of 80%,
the actinide burnup is approximately 250 kg/y, or 4.6%/y. The system operates at molten-salt
temperature in the range of 920—1020 K. With such a high operating temperature, a power
conversion efficiency around 45% becomes feasible by using a supercritical steam cycle, which
can improve the total energy balance of the system.
Table 2 summarizes design parameters and operating condition of the molten-salt system.

Table 2 Major Parameters of Molten-salt Target/Core
FueJ
Target
Primary Coolant
Actinide Inventory
Multiplication Factor
Spallalion Neutrons
Proton Beam
Thermal Power
Burnup
Power Density, Max./Avg.
Temperature, Core Inlet/Outlet
Coolant Maximum Velocity

Chloride Salt
64NaCl-5PuCl 3 -31MACl 3
(MA :Np,Am,Cm)
Chloride Salt
Chloride Salt
5430 kg
0.92
38 n/p
1.5 GeV-25 mA
800 MW
250 kg/y (4.6 %/y)
1660/310 MW/m3
650/750 °C
3.6 m/s

The molten state of fuel salt offers several attractive features for the design of transmutation
system. The main advantage over the solid system is the capability of the continuous on-line
processing. The fuel composition can be continuously controlled and fission and spallation
products can be continuously removed from the fuel. Furthermore, rather laborious process of
actinidc fuel fabrication is not required for the molten-salt system. Core melt-down accidents can
be impossible as the molten fuel is ready to be dumped from the core in case of emergency,
which may add a high degree of safety.
PROTON ACCELERATOR DEVELOPMENT
The construction of a high-intensity proton linear accelerator called the Engineering Test
Accelerator (ETA, 1.5 GeV-10 mA) has been proposed by JAERI for the purpose of performing
various tests for accelerator-based transmutation and other possible nuclear engineering
applications. The conceptual layout of the ETA is shown in Fig. 7. The basic specifications of
the ETA are shown in Table 3.
In the case of high-intensity accelerator, it is particularly important to minimize beam
losses to avoid resultant damage and activation on the accelerator structures. The beam quality
and maximum current are mainly determined in the low energy portion of the accelerator. As a
first step toward the construction of the ETA, the Basic Technology Accelerator (BTA, 10
MeV-10 mA) is designed for the mockup test of the low energy portion [8]. Because of the high
beam current and high duty factor (10%), heat removal from the accelerator structure is an
important issue for the mechanical design. Temperature distribution, thermal stresses and
displacements were carefully analyzed with the 3-dimensional modeling codes. The main
accelerator components, such as ion source, radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ), and radiofrequency (RF) sources, for the BTA have been developed and beam tests are successfully
performed.
The conceptual studies for the ETA arc underway in collaboration with the Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL). These studies include design optimization for the operating
frequency, the energy configuration, and the high fl structure based on beam dynamics and
mechanical engineering considerations, aiming at ensuring low beam loss, hands-on maintenance
capability and reduced construction cost.
Higher Energy Part

Lower Energy Part
Basic Technology Accelerator (BTA)
Ion Source

RFQ

Fig. 7

DTL

Hlgn 8 Accelerator Structure

Layout of Engineering Test Accelerator (ETA)
Table 3 ETA Basic Specification

Accelerated Particle
Operation Mode
Duty Factor
Output Energy
Average Beam Current
Peak Beam Current

Proton
Pulse
10%
1.5 GeV
10 mA
100 mA
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Abstract
Accelerator-driven subcritical blankets reattract attention recently due to
acknowledgment of increased importance of their main safety advantage - impossibility of
run-away accidents. But there still are safety, economy, neutronics and technology problems
to be solved and questions to be answered before going to large scale projects. Most serious
of those problems are reviewed and estimated in this paper.
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1. Introduction
Accelerator-driven subcritical facilities with their power producing and transmutation
potential reattract attention recently. Although they are formally called targets or blankets
due to their subcriticality, in the case of large power producing industrial systems they
would be reactors all right not only with new advantages but with some of the problems
characteristic for standard reactors and some new ones not less real and serious.
First proposals on neutron transmutation were based on reactor options (see

1 ). Minor

actinides (MA) are threshold fission elements so fast reactors (FR) were the first to be
considered. But it was immediately understood that averaging over real fast reactor neutron
spectrum results in fission to capture ratios 10-20 times larger than for PWR spectrum but
still considerably less than unity. Np and Am are poor fuel even for fast reactors.
LANL scientists have proposed what is probably the most radical concept of accelerator
driven transmutation / 2 - 3 / \ Its basic idea is very appealing. Minor actinides nuclei are
effective absorbers of thermal neutrons with low fission probability. But in very high fluxes
of thermal neutrons planned in LANL scheme the fission of the isotopes formed after the
capture of neutrons by long-lived MA radionuclides plays the main role. Their significant
equilibrium concentrations may be reached only if the flux is close to 1016 neutrons cm2 s
(relatively long-lived Am-242m is an exception). Thus the absorbers turn into superfuel.
Major emphasis is done on blankets main safety advantage transparent impossibility of
run-away accidents. Recognizing the importance of such positive feature, we still think that
there are some grave problems to be solved and questions to be answered before technical
and economic feasibility of electronuclear facilities may be considered established and
decisions on going to large scale projects may be made. In the outline which follows we
mainly keep in mind facilities like ATW/ABC project proposed by Los-Alamos for
transmutation purposes / 3 / . Splitting 250 mA, 1600 MeV beam to 4 target-blankets and
continuous chemical reprocessing of liquid nuclear fuel circulating in the blankets is assumed
for this case. Many alternatives still are to be resolved, most important being probably the

choice between aqueous and non-aqueous systems with latest tendencies clearly in favor of
non-aqueous. Some problems of high flux heavy water systems were analyzed in

i

and

this material is used below.
Another big item is electronuclear breeding based on thorium-uranium fuel cycle and
revisited recently by the authors of / 5 . . Only radiological aspect of this concept is
considered briefly below, first because our interests are mainly in transmutation of
transuranics and second because information on new ideas of Th-U cycle with high energy
neutronics is not yet detailed enough.
2. Safety
Safety problems are not exhausted by run-away. Loss of circulation and loss of coolant
may lead to thermal explosions with the results hardly distinguishable from run-away.
Reactors, critical on delayed neutrons, are very sensitive to the state of the core. This
sensitivity creates problems but it also creates an extremely important advantage: if main
reactivity feed-back coefficients are negative, reactor shuts down instantly by itself if
something happens, and only fast diminishing residual decay heat is left (which, of course,
still is a very big problem). This "inherent safety" feature is absent in deeply subcritical
blankets. Serious things may happen to the blanket and cooling system without direct,
independent and strong reduction of power level. You always must "to switch something
off", relying on systems of monitoring and active control which should be very complicated
and expensive. Arising dangers are not yet fully investigated. The concept of "grace periods"
is important in reactor safety. With traditional reactors grace periods vary strongly
dependent on the type of the accident, from seconds to many hours. With accelerator driven
blankets some grace periods may be in millisecond range.
General advantages of liquid fuel schemes are usually pointed out: the absence of
nonuniform power density and of radiation endurance problems characteristic for fuel pin
systems and the possibility to adjust the composition of the core continuously through a
chemical bypass without frequent reloading of fast burning solid fuel. But the first two
radioactivity holding barriers (fuel pellet and pin shell) are absent with liquid fuel. For very
high flux ATW scheme short-lived well burning actinides Np-238, Am-242 anc Am-244 are
crucial. Their periods are dozens of hours, average gamma energies per act of decay are 647,
18, 806 keV, beta energies 190, 159, 109 keV respectively. And their decay products are most
dangerous alpha-emitters. That's unusual component. Extremely high levels of radioactivity
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in the primary circuit liquid fuel-coolant deserve special detailed discussion. Those shortlived fuel isotopes may even complicate the problems of residual heat, if their concentrations
are large enough. For example, if Np-238 in equilibrium concentration with Np-237 is the
only fuel of thermal neutron system, the ratio of its decay heat to power released by fission
is
R = \V d W f = 7.9%--To
where F o is effective neutron flux, measured in units 10

( 1)
14

neutrons, sm 2 s. Np-238 period is

about 50 hours, so its decay heat may be very essential, and even dominant, for a couple of
days after emergency shut down if effective flux is significantly lower than tO15.
Equilibrium concentrations of the above nentioned well fissioning short-lived nuclides
grow with the flux and so does reactivity. This positive feed-back is a potential source of
instabilities calling for investigation. Very high flux complicates poisoning problems. First,
some "weak" poisons turn "strong". Second, equilibrium concentrations are reached faster.
Third, intense neutron capture transforms some decay chains strengthening minor branches.
Fourth, increased poisoning after shut down grows with the flux. Of course all these
problems differ in subcritical systems from those in critical ones, but it's very large new
domain of reactor physics which is to be explored.
Accumulation of tritium would be very serious problem in high flux heavy water
blankets. It accumulates due to neutron absorption in deuterium. Thermal cross section of
the process is just 0.53 mb but in the flux of 10I;) neutrons cm2 s it results in tritium
production rate about 100 Ci per ton of heavy water a day and equilibrium concentration to
be reached in some twenty years is in hundreds of thousands C i / t . Hundreds and even
dozens of Curies of chemically unseparable tritium in cooling water are considered as
significant problem in PWRs, so it's clear that tritium quantities a few orders higher would
create grave difficulties if the fluxes like 1015 neutrons/cm 2 s in heavy water become reality.
In the solid fuel reactors fuel slug material and fuel pin shell prevent not only
accumulation of radioactive fission fragments in the coolant but radiolitic destruction of its
molecules by fission fragments as well. The radiolyses of water leads to production of
hydrogen and oxygen. The latter reacts with the water forming peroxide. Hydrogen is mainly
released because recombination processes are relatively weak in pure water. Approximately
one million of H2 molecules is created by every act of fission in the water / 6 / . At GWt
power level it means the release of a few cubic meters of hydrogen (npt) per second in heavy

water blankets /I/.

This hydrogen is very radioactive due to tritium component and means

high explosion danger. The radiolvses may be inhibited in normal operating conditions by
recombination catalyzers like copper but in case of an accident leading to intense boiling
recombination goes down while radiolyses intensity is some ten times higher for the vapor
than for the water / 6 / . Added copper inhibitors absorb neutrons damaging neutronbalance.
already vulnerable at high fluxes and can form sediments on the primary circuit walls.
Peroxide is strong oxidizing and corrosion agent. These problems are not directly connected
with the flux itself and are determined just by total power of fragments released into the
water. The precursors oi the delayed neutrons also circulate in the primary circuit so there
will be not negligible release of neutrons producing fissions in all .'ections of the circuit with
resulting production oi hydrogen. It would be by a few orders of magnitude slower than in
the blanket itself but may become a serious complicating factor in heat exchangers and
pumps calling for special measures to deal with and affecting safety of aqueous systems. So
switching to molten salts may be inevitable. Their molecules, formed by very chemically
aggressive atoms of fluorine and alkali metals, are very strongly bound, inert and radiolvses
resistant.
If a radioactive nuclide is produced during the irradiation of a liquid fuel circulating in
the core the share of its nuclei in the core at a stationary irradiation regime may be expressed
in terms of decay constant and the times spent inside and outside the core T, and 'IY If
circulation periods are much less than decay periods the share turns into
N r / N t o t = t = T , / <T,+ T 2 ).
That's the case for most of the fission and capture products so only a part of total radiation
and decay heat equal t is released in the core and the rest in other parts of the primary
circuit. Without on line chemical reprocessing this heat and radiation release grows with the
time during the campaign reaching typically about 8 per cent of total power. On line
cleaning is rather slow and reduces only sightly the short-lived radioactivity which makes a
lion's share of the release so the problem survives.
The continuous chemical reprocessing of the actinide salt or slurry radiologically is very
challenging task because of unusually short "cooling" times.
Technical safety of the accelerator is very important issue. 400 MW is a "weapon grade
beam", developed for SDI technology. It's highly concentrated power with destructive
potential. The accelerator must be protected by beam abort switches reacting probably
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within milliseconds and supported by a comprehensive safety system covering full range of
off-normal conditions.
Beam losses, leading to hardware activation, should be kept extremely low. Tht average
current difference between ATW and LAMPF is 250-fold, but the peak current difference,
determining volume charge troubles, is fortunately only 4.3. Still quadratic volume charge
effects are 20 times stronger than on LAMPF where they already present a problem.
3. Economy
Economy is obviously a serious issue with electronuclear systems. Interim conclusions
according to R.Krakowski

8 : direct costs are approximately equally distributed among

accelerator, chemical plant and target blanket plus electricity producing equipment. N'o
single system is a strong cost driver. It means that the whole system will be more expensive
than traditional reactor with electric efficiency much lower. About 5 Billion k\Vh will be
consumed by ATW type accelerator annually. Accelerator structure requires about 0.5 GWt
of cooling capacity, additional to blankets cooling systems. Besides separated beams, going
to blankets, there also should be a catcher for tune-up full power beam, again with large
scale shielding and cooling problems.
The linac's 500 klystrons are one of the main components of it's price. Their lifetime is
some 50 000 hours, hence they should be replaced at least five times during planned iO years
oi ATW operation and both capital and operational costs are influenced strongly and
negatively by this fact (a new klystron every four days approximately in average).
The total load factor L, a crucial economy figure, is determined by four components L,,
each one less than, unity (linac, target, blanket, reprocessing). If L( are independent,
L = Lj L2 L3 L4
At Lj = const = 0.9 it gives L = 0.66, at Lj=0.8, L=0.41. If the components are fully
correlated, L = min.(Lj). L should be estimated on realistic model, but it looks very
probable that resulting figur° would be lower than for traditional reactors.
1.5 GeV powerful accelerator is almost 2 km long which means besides everything
considerably higher land costs. The linac in fact acts as a single inertialess emergency control
nxl worth some 10-20 dollars of negative reactivity. The cost of each of those reactivity
dollars is dozens of millions of US dollars. It's very expensive.

4. Neutronics
One serious difficulty in getting high enough neutron flux is this: liquid fuel-moderatorcoolant (FMC) spends only part Tj of the full circulation period in the blanket. The rest of
the time T? it is pumped through the pipes, heat exchangers and radiochemical units.
Effective neutron flux Feff differs from physical neutron flux F
Feff= F T, (T, - T 2 ).

(2)

Operating NPPs have t values varying from approximately 1 20 (PWR) to 1 200 < BX-600
type FR). The necessity to keep t value as close to unity as possible conflicts seriously with
thermophysical requirements. FMC heating in the liquid fuel blankets is very efficient
volume process without separating walls. Cooling is much less efficient, slower, especially in
multi-circuit systems, t value may be improved substantially by refusing U produce
electricity and using much colder water in external circuits. Impossibility to produce power
in ATW type scheme would not only complicate - and considerably - the economic side of
the problem but also undermine the principal advantage of subcritical safety if a standard
critical NPP supplying the linac with electricity becomes an indispensable part of the
scheme. So ATW project is rightly planned as power self-sufficient and even electricity
producer.
The spatial nonuniformitv of the flux is equivalent to time nonuniformitv. With a
central axial neutron source the volume with maximum flux is limited and space averaging
reduces resulting effective value.
General term "neutron transmutation" may mean one of two distinctly different things
when applied to actinides: turning into another actinide, mostly by capture, or fission.
Second process is called "burning" and the distinction is important enough to be
terminologically formalized. Successive captures of neutrons by plutonium and MA nuclides
lead after all to what may be called "transmutation dead end" - curium isotopes Cm-244 and
Cm-248. First of them decays rapidly to Pu-240 which means loss of a few neutrons spent to
reach Cm, second one has thermal fission cross section of only 0.34 b, and low enough
capture cross section 4 barns. Its decay period of 340 000 years is most "inconvenient" and
about 8 per cent of decays is spontaneous fission which makes Cm-248 by far the most
dangerous isotope among all minor actinides. In thermal neutron systems with effective
fluxes rather high but not reaching 1016 neutrons/sm2s needed to fully realize LANL idea of
secondary superfuel actual ratio of actinides burning to accumulation of hazardous

transuranics like Pu-238,242 and Cm-244-248 will be considerably less favorable than in fast
reactors.
5. Radiology of thorium-uranium electrobreeding
In traditional U-Pu fuel cycles actinides are divided in "major" (U and Pu) and "minor"
(Np, Am, Cm). That's radiochemical classification. Even-even isotopes of U and Pu, if
judged by nuclear properties, (radioactivity, fission barrier height and resulting fission-tocapture ratios on different spectra, entire role in fuel cycle) are closer to minor actinides.
Isotopes of main breeding elements, playing approximately equivalent roles in Th-U and UPu fuel cycles respectively are listed in Tab e 1.
Table 1. Isotopes of main breeding elements in Th-U and U-Pu fuel cycles
Isotope
U-232

Decay
mode
alfa

Half-life
vears
68.9

Isotope

3

Pu-238

Decay
mode
alfa

Half-life
vears
87.7

U-233

alfa

1.59-10

Pu-239

alfa

2.410 4

U-234

alfa

2.4510 5

Pu-240

alfa

6.57-103

U-235

alfa

7.0410 8

Pu-241

bet;i

13.9

U-236

alfa

2.3410 7

Pu-242

alfa

3.76-105

Let's compare the nuclides in two columns of Table 1.
U-232 vs Pu-238.
Their primary decay properties are practically identical, almost pure alfa-emission with
close periods, but Pu-238 decays to long-lived U-234 while U-232 initiates a chain of 6 fast
alfa-decays interspersed with beta-decays and ending with TI-208, emitter of extremely hard
gamma-line, so as a medium term hazard U-232 is worse than Pu-238.
U-233 vs Pu-239
U-233 is some six time less radioactive than Pu-239, but the latter decays to practically
stable U-235, while U-233 product Th-229 starts relatively fast chain. So total radiotoxicitv
of U-233 and its products increases in a long run to almost that of Pu-239. This is important
to geological repository.

U-234 and U-236 vs Pu-240 and Pu-242
That's another clear case of a dilemma: longer periods against proportionally larger
radioactivity, and it's not yet resolved. The difference is almost two orders of magnitude.
The remaining line in Table 1 is definite argument for thorium cycle. U-23.5 and Pu-2i1
are both excellent fuel isotopes, but Pu-241 decays rapidly to highly radioactive absorber
Am-241, one of the main hazards of U-Pu cycle, together with other "minor actinides".
But is there anything in Th-U cycle which may be considered as an analog to MAV In tact
there is: radioactive thorium isotopes listed together with MA in Table 2. In reactor case
they are important only as decay products of uranium isotopes. But in the targets ot
accelerator-driven thorium blankets situation may be drastically different. If primary beam
target is also made of thorium to ensure maximum efficiency of neutron production

5 .

reactions ot Th-232(n,xn) type become an intense source of radioactive actinides
Table 2. "Minor actinides" of Th-U and U-Pu cvcles.
Isotope

Half-lih\ years

No short-

lived minor actinides

Isotope

Half-life, years

Th-228

1.91

Th-229

7.3-HP

Np-237

LU4-106

Th-230

7.54-104

Am-241

432

Pa-231

3.28-104

Am-243

7.38-HP

Cross sections of Th-232(n.xn) reactions (see, for example,

9 ) all have maxima a few

MeV above thresholds with maximum values decreasing approximately from 2 b to 1 l> when
going from Th-232(n,2n)Th-231 to Th-232(n,5n)Th-228 reaction. Let's estimate accumulation
of light Th isotopes in the region of fast neutron cascade of thorium proton target in terms of
following simple model:
1. 10 mA, 1.5 GeV proton beam comes to Th-232 target, generating approximately 70
cascade neutrons for each incident proton.
2. Those neutrons are distributed uniformly over 1 sq.m block of Th producing i.37-1014
neutrons/cm 2 s flux.
3. They induce Th-232(n,xn)reactions (x = 2,3,4,5) producing isotopes from Th-231
(decaying fast to Pa-231) to Th-228.

4. Accumulating isotopes absorb moderated neutrons of thermal flux 1014 neutrons cm-s and
after absorption are considered lost for simplicity.
Data,

needed

for

numerical

evaluation,

resulting

equilibrium

concentrations

and

accumulation periods are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Accumulation of light thorium isotopes in Th-232(n,xn) reactions on primary
cascade neutrons generated by 10 ma, 1.5 GeV proton beam.
Isotope

Th-228

(n.xn) cross section, Absorption
Equilibrium
Period
oi
spectrum
averaged, cross
section concentration
accumulation,
mb*
therm., b
rel. to Th-232 vears
24
123
0.90
4.410" 4

Th-229

38

84

1.9-10"3

2.63

Th-230

73

23

1.410-2

9.56

Pa-231

45

210

3.O-1O-3

1.04

*
A v e r a g i n g was d o n e in
9
for half proton energy (750 G e V ) , b u t spectra vary slowly in tln> i-fK-rgy
range, so a v a i l a b l e
9
figures were used for rough estimate.

Data of Table 3 show that equilibrium Th-230 conceni ration is very close to that of main
breeding nuclide U-233, estimated in

5 . The lightest, <hort-lived, nuclide Th-228 is of U-

232 chain with the same 2.62 MeV thallium gamma-line at the end, but some 30 times more
radioactive (800 Ci / g ) and presents extremely serious intermediate term hazard. All in all.
Table 3 figures indicate that the use of thorium primary target may create both long and
intermediate term radiological problems which should be carefully evaluated. Most of this
radioactivity is chemically unseparable from the bulk of natural thorium. So low transuranics
content does not automatically mean low aifa-activity of thorium-uranium electronuclear fuel
cycle materials.
It's interesting to note that uranium target, which is even better neutron producer than
thorium, may prove to be also more acceptable radiologically, because (n.xn) reaction on
depleted uranium produces lighter uranium isotopes, less harmful

than light thorium

isotopes. One may say that uranium and thorium situations on thermal and very fast
neutrons are "mirror reflections" of one another as far as long term radiation consequences
are concerned. For example U-238(n,4n)U-235 reaction, as was pointed out in / 1 0

. means

in fact electrobreeding of U-235 from U-238 in not negligible quantities. Its thorium analog
leads to highly hazardous Th-229.

1]

6. Conclusions
Electronuclear facilities have a number of specific problems, some of them quite serious.
Safety:
- absence of passive ways of stopping power production;
- complicated high flux kinetics with strong feed-backs of both signs (poisoning and
antipoisoning);
- absence of the first two radioactivity holding barriers in the case of liquid fuel;
- extremely high activity, including delayed neutrons, and heat release all around the
primary circuit in the case of circulating fuel; "second-step fuel" minor actinides (Np-238,
Am-242,244) aggravate this problem significantly at very high fluxes as well as the problem
of residual heat;
- fuel-coolant radiolyses, especially dangerous in aqueous systems in combination with
tritium production on heavy water;
- some very short grace periods in accelerator technical safety, combined with "weapon
grade" beam;
- beam losses, quadratic in beam bunch charge and leading to activation of equipment;
- continuous chemical reprocessing of the actinide salt or slurry radiologically is very
challenging task because of unusually short "cooling' times.
Economy:
- higher capital costs and lower net electrical efficiency compared with traditional reactors;
- probably lower total duty factor, combined from the duty factors of accelerator, target,
blanket and reprocessing unit;
- klystrons as relatively short-lived (50,000 hours) and expensive part of equipment to be
replaced some 5 times in plant's life-time. - higher land costs with long linac.
Neutronics:
- lowering of effective flux by fuel circulation;
- wasting of neutrons to accumulation of heavier highly radiotoxic actinides instead of
burning (fissioning) MA in thermal systems if the flux is considerably lower than 1016;
Radiology of thorium-uranium electro-breeding:
- U-232 problem;
- accumulation of hazardous light Th isotopes in (n,xn) reactions on thorium target;
- accumulation of the same nuclides in final repository after alfa-decay of uranium
isotopes.
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